ABSTRACT: The spread of the late eighteenth-century chemical revolution depended on access to appropriate apparatus. Theories depend upon practice, which depends upon instruments. Pneumatic chemistry required new apparatus for the isolation, measurement, and admixture of difFerent gases. Lavoisier's pneumatic chemistry invoived his new, refined, expensive gasometers. The development of cheaper but still fimctional gasometers by chemists and instrument makers enabled chemists outside Paris to repeat and extend Lavoisier's key experiments. Lavoisier's superb precisión balances were an important part of his arsenal. Glass apparatus made increasing demands on glass blowers. The bottle faetones that had supplied Black in Edinburgh and later Proust in Segovia were no longer adequate.
After returning to Edinburgh, he recommended the new theory to his colleagues and students, but he never accepted the new language of chemistry proposed by Guyton de Morveau, Lavoisier, and others^. Ñor did he accept the necessity of the new apparatus that Lavoisier insisted was essential for the demonstration of his new chemistry. Black's apparatus that remains in Edinburgh is resolutely simple, and crudely made. His retorts and other vesseis were made in local bottle factories, from green glass inexpertly blown and bent, as we can see in figure 1^ . Black's Instruments have none of the polish of Lavoisier's. His balance could weight to one part in 200, compared with the astonishing one part in 400,000 of Lavoisier's great balance; he had no true gasometer; and the pieces of his glassware were luted together, in ways that were likely to contamínate the contents, sufíer leakage, and were moreover often impossible to disassemble. Lavoisier's pieces of glassware, in contrast, were coupled by brass screw threads lacquered to the glassware, and capable of modular assembly and disassembly.'* Lavoisier asserted, in his Traite élémentaire de chimie of 1789, that the Instruments he described in part III of that work were absolutely essential to the new chemistry.^ In the sense that Instruments designed to determine results within a given theoretical context"^ give implicit validation to that context, Lavoisier was right. Perhaps this is why Black never sought to replicare Lavoisier's apparatus in performing his own lecturedemonstrations in Edinburgh.
^ GUYTON DE MORVEAU, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier, Claude Louis BerthoUet, and Antoine Fran90Ís FOURCROY, Méthode de nomenclature chimique (París, Cuchet ,1787) .
' Retort, National Museums of Scodand, registered no. NMSTl858.275.40. See also R. G. 1713 -1858 (Edinburgh, The Royal Scottish Museum, 1978 , and «A Source for 18*-Century Chemical Glass», Proceedings of the Eleventh International Scientific Instrument Symposium, Bologna University, Italy, 9-14 September 1991 , edited by GlORGlO DRAGONI, Anita McCONNELL, and Gerard L'E. TuRNER (Bologna, Grafis Edizioni, 1994) , pp.47-52.
W. ANDERSON, The Playfair Collection and the Teaching of Chemistry at the University of Edinburgh
• * In the nineteenth century, the development of extruded glass tubing and rubber tubing made modular assembly and disassembly both easier and cheaper. So too did the mass production of ground glass stoppers, replacing the individually ground stoppers of the late eighteenth century. See William A. Smeaton, «Platinum and Ground Glass: Some Innovations in Chemical Apparatus by Guyton And yet Black was one whose merit Lavoisier acknowledged7 Black's work, in his vcry first publication^, involved precise quantitative work, and was informed by the principie of the conservatíon of weight; Black was therefore able to infer that the weight of fixed air released when magnesia alba was calcined was equal to the loss in weight of the soHd residue. He also characterized the air chemically. Black's quantitative gas chemistry founded upen conservation of weight was an ¡nstance of quantitative method that Lavoisier buílt on and extended, and hís study of fixed air would be incorporated Ínto Lavoisier's account of combustión. Lavoisier's former colleague Fourcroy, years after Lavoisier's execution, said that the chemical revolution had been a revolution in pneumatic chemistry, the chemistry of gases. It was also, as Frederic Lawrence Holmes, '' and Jean-Pierre Poirier,'" and '' A. L Bernadette Bensaude Vincent" have shown, a revolución in chemical method, with rhe balance of the ledger book becoming the key to judging the success or failure of an experíment. The weight of reactants should equal the weíght of products in any chemical operación on magnesia alba. Black would have had no quarrei wich chis accounc, but his resistance co che new French nomenclature, and his avoidance of some of Lavoisier's key inscruments, makes it clear thac his acceptance of Lavoisier's rheory was rescrained. Others were more enthiisiascic in cheir adopción of che new chemiscry. Even where chey did noc seek to replicare Lavoisier's apparacus, chey did seek co design and build apparacus chac would perform che same funccion, buc thac was cheaper because easier to build, and somecimes easier to use.
In chis paper, I shall look at the spread of che new French chemiscry in terms of che spread of Lavoisier's inscrumencs. Some of those inscrumencs were craditional and familiar, others were new in cheir precisión, some were relacively new buc noc invenced by Lavoisier and his colleagues, and some were radically new. Lavoisier began his accounc of che apparacus and manual operacions of chemiscry wich a discussion of balances. Mechanical balances had been cencral co the chemical laboracory for cencuries, and probably for millennia. Medieval alchemists used chem,'" pharmacists used chem, mecallurgiscs used them, and so of course did chemiscs. But cheir balances, uncil che last quarcer of che eighceench century, were relacively crude inscrumencs. Black's balance,'-^ mentioned above and shown in figure 2, was che kind of inscrumenc wich which pharmaciscs and chemiscs would long have been familiar. Lavoisier's greac balance, in contrast, was an inscrumenc builc to che most demanding specificacíons, and evincing chac dríve for precisión which peakedin chesecond halfof cheeighceenthcencury. Itwas chen chac superior dividing engines like Jesse Ramsden's, and superior lenses like those made by James Short and also by che Dollonds, typified and made possible che new arsenals of apparacus thac nacural philosophers and colleccors alike coveced.'"* " Bernadette BENSAUDE- VlNCENT, Lavoisier: mémoires d'une revolution (París: Flammarion, 1993 Most of Lavoisier's apparatus, although unusually well finished, was not new in conception. His laboratory'^ included a good deal of apparatus that would have seemed familiar to chemists of earlier generations. Among the more than 8000 Ítems recorded after Lavoisier's execution were over 2000 retorts, cucurbics, tanks, stÜls, and pelicans, most of which would have fitted in well to Boyle's or Duclos's laboratory a century earÜer. Until Lavoisier's work, and even for a half-century afterwards, most chemists worked only with glass and ceramic wares, inciuding basins and tea cups, sometimes along with balances, and with the inventive use of accessories such as the rifle barrel used by Joseph Priestley. "'' R. G. W. ANDERSON in DRAÜONI et al. (1994) . Priesdeys use of a rifle barrel is illusrrated in his Experíments and Observations on Dijferent Kinds ofAir (London, 1774).
There were, however, two instruments in Lavoisier's laboracory that were new''', and ít is in their novelty that Lavoisier saw the practical key to his new chemistry. These instruments were the ¡ce calorimeter and the gasometer. The ice calorimeter (figure 3) was the fruit of collaboration between Lavoisier and Laplace, and Lavoisier used it in the hope of demonstrating conservation of his putative matter of heat. If he had been able to do this, he v^ould have shou'n that the method of the ledger book, balance and conservation, applied through calorimetry to the matter of heat, just as gravimetric conservation appÜed co ponderable matter. The great gasometer (figure 4), as its ñame indicares, was an instrument for measuring gases. The experimental demonstration of the composition of water by the combustión of hydrogen and oxygen rcquired two gasometers, as well as a combustión globe in which the gases combined. One gasometer oniy is Usted in the inventory compiled in 1794, soon after Lavoisier's execution"*. There is another gasometer in the Technische Museum in Vienna, also made in Paris during Lavoisier's Hfetime, which may well be the other one of the pair that he used.''^ Gas chemistry was central to the chemical revolution, and since this was a revolution based upon the consistent application of experimental quantification-", measuring gases took pride of place. Holmes"' has shown that Lavoisier's research on gases used simpler and cruder proto-gasometers, so that the grand instruments that he subsequently used in public demonstrations had not ¡n fact been the instruments So too did the cost of the gasometers^'', which, together with iheir complexity and high finish, led to the near-impossibility of having them built elsewhere. If, as Lavoisier claimed, it was neccssary to be equipped with his apparatus in order to repeat his experiments, and thereby to be convinced of the truths of his new system of chemistry, then cost and complexity were going to be obstacles in the spread of the chemical revolution. There are tantalizingly few surviving instruments to show how chemists in the late eighteenth and early ninetecnth centuries got around ihese obstacles. It was hard enough to perform even seemingly simple experiments. Thomas Beddoes, for example, lecturing at Oxford Univcrsity in 1788, wrote to his mentor Joseph Black:
What I find most difificult is to repeat some of those apparently simple cxp*. which in your hands are so striking and so instructive. I have not yet learned how to show the gradual approach towards saturation by throwing slowly a powdered salt into water. What salt do you use? & how do you perform the exp'? How do you contrivc to make that capital cxp' which shews the burning of iron in dephd air? I mean to attempt it, but am told that the vessel has been frcquently in other hands burst with great violence? do you put sand at the bottom? I know the form of the vessel &c. What salt do you use to shew the efFects of agitation upon mixture?^' has been constructed by a pastry cook in this place, a perfect prodigy in mechanics »^^The prodigy in question was James Sadler, better known for his work on steam engines, and iater as a balloonist. Unfortunately, although we know a good deal about Sadler's Iater career, we know nothing of Beddoes's improved gasometer, except that it must have been a good deal cheaper than Lavoisier's instrument.
Cheaper meant simpler (or cruder), and we do know about so me of the simplified instruments designed and built around Europe in the 1790s. The earliest that I know of was designed and used by the Haarlem chemist, Martinus van Marum, who in 1787 published in Dutch the first comprehensive account of Lavoisier's new chemistry to appear in any language.-^^ Over the ensuing decade, he set about repeating Lavoisier's key experiments, and developed a range of apparatus to perform them more simply and cheaply. In 1791, Van Marum performed the experiment of the composition of water by the combustión of hydrogen and oxygen, using his own simplified gasometers. Van Marum sent a description of his new gasometers to BerthoUet, who had it published in the Annales de Chimie, the Journal founded to promote the new chemistry.^* Van Marum's gasometers consisted of a large bottle or bell jar connected by a siphon to an adjoining taller vessel. Water was fed into the latter vessel at a rate controUed by a system of taps, so as to maintain a constant flow of gas from the bottle to the combustión globe. He weni on to design an even simpler gasometer (figure 5), and it was this simplified apparatus that made ¡ts way to collections and museums elsewhere, including the laboratory of the new university in Tartu (Dorpat),'^' Estonia, and the Hauch collection in Soro, Denmark. Even though the large bell jars or bottles that feature in these gasometers were simpler than the apparatus used by Lavoisier, they were too difficult for any but skilled • artisans to make. Van Marum's instruments were for some years manufactured by the Netherlands manufacturer J. H. Onderdewyngaart Canzius, who had had factories in Brussels and Delft. Georg Parrot in Tartu compiained that local manufacturers were unable to make such pieces, so that when one sent by Canzius in time of war arrived broken, it was a major setback.^" Adam Hauch in Sor0 developed a gasometer that required much less skill from the glassmaker. It consisted of a large box with panes of flat glass for the sides, and a smaller box inverted over water inside the large box. Pressure on gas contained in the inverted box was maintained by a system of weights and pulleys (figure 6).^' The latter innovation had been devised by the instrument maker Dumotiez in Paris, as a simpler and cheaper alternative to Lavoisier's elabórate system of pressure control.^^ The Fondazione Scienza e Técnica in Florence has several instruments that incorpórate such pulleys. Relatively cheap and versatile gasometers sprung up around Europe, varying in materials (metal, glass, or ceramic) according to the corrosiveness of the gases being handled. There were indeed so many variations on the gasometric theme that Friedrich Parrot, a medical student in Tartu, wrote a prize-winning book-length essay on gasometry, or more strictly on gasometers, in 1811.^^ '^ LEYERE in HOLMES and LEYERE (2000) , p.l25.
'^ FRIEDRICH PARROT, Ueber Gasometrie nebst einigen Versuchen üher die Vershiebbarkeit der
G<we(Dorpat, 1811). Not everyone, however, was wiliing to compromise. Lavoisier had been forthright on this matter: «In the present advanced state of chemistry, very expensive and complicated instruments are becoming indispensably necessary for ascertaining the analysis and synthesis of bodies with the requisite precisión as to quantity and proportion; it is certainly proper to endeavour to simpHfy these, and to render them less cosdy; but this ought not to be attempted at the expence of their conveniency of application, and much less of their accuracy.» ^'' So if money and skilled instrument makers were availabie, and if one assumed that Lavoisier's complex apparatus was the most precise (which was a debatable assumption), then it made sense to seek to replicate bis apparatus as a prelude to replicating his experiments. This was especialiy the case if Lavoisier's support and patronage were invoived.
Joseph Louis Proust,^^ French-born son of a pharmacist, appears to have enjoyed that patronage. He studied chemistry under H. M. Rouelle, brother of the G. M. Rouelle whose chemical lectures Lavoisier attended. In 1776 he became chief pharmacist of the Hospital of la Salpétriére, and then moved to Vergara (Guipúzcoa) to take up the chair of chemistry. He set about establishing a chemical laboratory, with the help of Rouelle in Paris. He did not stay long in the post, returning to Paris in 1780. In 1785, Proust was invited by the Spanish government to return to Spain. He did so in 1786, teaching first in Madrid, and then in 1788 moved to Segovia, where he became professor of chemistry in the CoUege of Artillery. He ordered chemical glassware from the factory of La Granja de San Ildefonso, and was dissatisfied with the results, since the stoppers for the flasks were too poorly fitted to retain gases. At this date, ground glass stoppers had to be ground individually into the necks of flasks, a timeconsuming and costly procedure.^'' Proust was indignant when the factory supplied him with crudely finished thick glass vessels, reminiscent of those supplied to Joseph Black by the bottle factory, although less green. The piece of glassware shown in figure 7 shows marked striations in the glass, and a poorly finished neck. Proust turned instead to French instrument makers, who supplied not only glassware, but a variety of other equipment. I have not found ''' LAVOISIER, Elements of Chemistry, in a New Systematic Order, containing all the modern discoveries, translated by Robert Kerr (Edinburgh: William Creech, 1790), p.319.
'^ The following biographical information about Proust is from Ramón GAGO BOHORQUEZ, «Luis Proust y la Cátedra de Química de la Academia de Artillería de Segovia», published as an introduction to the facsímile reprint (n.p., n. an inventory of the apparatus in Proust's laboratory in Segovia. Some of the apparatus surviving in the Casa de la Química is clearly from Proust's era, and of the same workmanship as Lavoisier's apparatus. This is the case with the jars fitted with lacquered brass taps and screw threads (figure 8), for ease of modular assembly and disassembly, or the globe for holding gases, also with a lacquered brass stopcock. Among the signed Instruments is a Wedgwood pyrometer, by Pixii, nephew and successor to Dumotiez in Paris. The museum of the Royal Artillery Academy contains a set of platinum crucibles, dishes, wires, cups, etc. The Palacio Real in Madrid also has a set of platinum crucibles, probably of Spanish manufacture from the late eighteenth century. The Spanish empire in South America was the principal source for the metal. If the platinum apparatus in Segovia is from Proust's time there, it is among the earliest known. Proust published a paper on platinum in 1799,^'' at the beginning of the great age of platinum, and in the year in which he moved from Segovia to Madrid, to take on a newly founded chemical laboratory that embraced the previous laboratories in Madrid and Segovia. The laboratory was sumptuously cquipped. When Proust requested a supply of platinum, he was given an astonishing 64 kilograms of the metal, in one of the most lavishly endowed chemistry laboratories of its day.^* The Palacio Real also holds a fine assaying balance^^ made by Mégnié le jeune, dated 1788, and probably originating in Proust's laboratory in Segovia. This Mégnié was from the family of Lavoisier's great instrument maker. He had been at the Spanish Royal Observatory from 1786 to around 1790, and returned to Madrid to live there in around 1795. It is very clear that Proust was a master at getting his way when it carne to apparatus and to laboratory facilities. In the course of his inaugural lecture at the Artillery's chemical laboratory in Segovia, he was able to thank not only his patrón, the Count de Lacy, but also the late monarch, thanks to whom «su Real Cuerpo de Artillería se vé al momento beneficiado con un Establecimiento, que no tiene igual en toda Europa, w"*" Proust entitled the two volumes of his researches in Segovia, Anales del Real Laboratorio de Química de Segovia, as a delibérate act of homage to theAnnales de Chimie founded by Lavoisier and his supporters. Lavoisier had his own fortune and the resources of the Academy of Sciences to fiind his laboratory; and, as we have seen in the case of the gasometers, he had argued against making cheaper and simpler apparatus if those economies were achieved by sacrificing convenience and, above all, accuracy. Proust, with the resources of the royal exchequer behind him, could emulare Lavoisier. If Proust was at all justified in his boast that the laboratory in Segovia vfzs without equal in all Europe, then he probably possessed most of Lavoisier's Instruments. But it is striking, in looking through his Anales, that his principal concern was with the chemistry of metáis, their salts, and their alloys -topics of importance in the manufacture of canons, to pick an example of central importance to the Artillery Corps-but his memoirs scarcely touch on the chemistry of gases that led Fourcroy and others to regard the chemical revolution as the pneumatic revolution. In Segovia there are bottles and globes among other Instruments that were used with gases, and that date from Proust's tenure there, but it is clear that pneumatic chemistry was not his research focus. It may, however, have been part of his program of lectures.
In any event, there were clearly difFerent styles involved in adopting the new chemistry, and difFerent approaches to apparatus and experimentation. Black's resistance to new-fangled words and new-fangled apparatus went along with his recognition of the rational power of Lavoisier's chains of experiment. Beddoes, Black's former student, was proud of his ability to demónstrate all the experiments in Lavoisier's book -the Traite élémentaire de chymie of 1789. Beddoes's apparatus had been designed in concert with his instrument maker, Sadler-the role of instrument makers in enlarging the bounds of the possible, and in constraining chemists to work within practical limits, has received too little attention, except perhaps in the development of microscopes, dividing engines, and balances. Holmes showed convincingly that Lavoisier's research was carried out with much cheaper and simpler apparatus than his show pieces, especially the gasometer. The difference between research and demonstration emerges here with particular clarity. Van Marum was not alone in finding the cost and the complexity of Lavoisier's apparatus an impediment both to repeating his experiments, and to demonstrating them publicly to a wider audience. The success of Van Marum's strategy is underlined by the spread of his Instruments and by their adoption by Canzius in his catalogues. I do not know if any of Canzius's business records survive, but the survival of his Instruments in Tartu and Soro as well as in the Netherlands may be merely the surviving remnant of a largcr population; instruments of fragile glass were at risk when shipped around Europc at any time. This was even more the case during the Napoleonic Wars, which were precisely the years of Canzius's greatest production. Van Marum's apparatus also points to another theme -the advantage of simplicity over complexity, which affects not only the difFiculties and costs of construction, but also the number of ways in which error can creep into results. That simplicity extends not just to instruments, but to the procedures carricd out using them; complex instruments generally required more precautions, and more interpretation of results.
The problems encountered when glass apparatus broke often mean ordering replacements from instrument makers elsewhere -Parrot found that local craftsmen were unable to produce even simple chemical glassware on a scale sufficiently large to be usefiíl in public demonstrations. The kinks in the necks of Black's glassware, and the ill-fitting ground glass stoppers that so angered Proust, also point to the special position of craftsmen capable of producing work of high quality-and the limited numbers of such craftsmen suggests that the supply of fine chemical glasswork must have been severely limited in the years leading up to and immediately foUowing the succcss of the Chemical Revolution.
Throughout, we are faced with onc constant problem: the scarcity of early chemical glassware. It was fragile, and much of it could often only be used once, because until the late eightccnth century, complex apparatus was not made in separable modules. Luting contributed to the problem. And there remains the fact that chemical apparatus in general enjoyed less prestige than the best instruments in several other categories, including telescopes, microscopes, astrolabes, and chronomcters. Such physical instruments have been highly valued as the chief objects within cabinets of natural philosophy, and latterly as coUectibles. Oíd chemical glassware is not so glamorous, but where it survives, it reveáis much about the practice of chemical science, and the dissemination of thosc Siamese twins, theory and apparatus.
